
Annex 4: Terms of Reference (TOR) for Consultancy Services: Development 

of Infographic (Audio Visual) for Anti-Corruption Commission on 

Corruption Offences 

 

1. BACKGROUND 

Building an informed and awakened citizenry has always been an important priority strategy to 

combat corruption. The high level of societal tolerance for corruption in Bhutan has to change. 

The changing corruption scenario in the society requires ACC to disseminate information and 

garner public support through rigorous advocacy and awareness campaign against the act of 

corruption. To this effect, the ACC following the different ways and means endeavors to 

advocate general public on corruption issues and consequences of corruption in the society over 

the years through active public engagement at various level. Considering its reach and 

effectiveness, one of the ways to deliver the ACC’s messages to all levels of audiences 

supplementing advocacy and awareness program is through right use of Information and 

Communication materials (IEC).  

 

2. OBJECTIVES 

i. To develop Infographic on Corruption Offences which can be used to supplement the advocacy 

and awareness program in order to create informed and awakened citizenry. 

 

3. SPECIFIC TASK FOR THE CONSULTANT 

              The consultant is expected to carry out the following activities: 

✓ Develop comprehensive Infographic explaining on the 34 corruption offences  

✓ Infographic should capture the core messages of all the corruption offences, with emphasis 

on the main /common corruption offences (should not exceed 5 mins) 

✓ Infographic should impart correct messages on corruption offences to all the level of the 

audiences 

✓ Infographic should be able to capture the interest of the audiences and influence the behavior 

change  

✓ Infographic should have originality of ideas and must be reported in Dzongkha and subtitled 

in English 

✓ The languages used in the Infographic should be simple, providing clear and common 

understanding/interpretation to the audience    

✓ Infographic should typically portray the Bhutanese culture, tradition, economy and 

environment  

✓ Before the actual development of the infographic, the firm should present the concept 

idea(draft) to the Division, Department and Commission for approval and further directions 

✓ Upon development of Infographic the firm should present to ACC for review and should 



incorporate necessary changes as per Commission’s decision/recommendations 

✓ The firm should incorporate ACC’s recommendations and suggestions in the final product  

✓ The firm is responsible for ensuring quality of product before submitting it to ACC 

(background score, visual editing, sound editing and special effects)   

 

4. DELIVERABLES 

 A soft copy should be submitted in both CD and blue-ray tape with following formats (1) Quick 

time player and (2) AVI 

 Any material submitted under this ToR shall remain the property of ACC and cannot be 

submitted or distributed to or use by other agencies, unless authorized in written.  

 The expected output from this consultancy services is the production of a simple yet effective 

and catchy Information Enrichment and Communication material  

 Submit the story board/script of the Infographic to the Project Manager for review before 

production.  

 

5. PERIOD OF ENGAGEMENT 

i. The assignment should be completed within 45 days after the award of contract. 

 

6. QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENT OF CONSULTANT 

i. The firm should have relevant capacity and experience in communication related fields 

(e.g.Editing, Graphic Designing, Sound Engineering, Animation, Cinematography etc)  

ii. The consultancy firm/individual who has similar experience/technical expertise in 

developing similar products shall be given preference for the consultancy services.   

 

7. DOCUMENT TO BE SUBMITTED  

i. Technical and Financial proposal (One original and One copy) 

ii. Draft script based on the Corruption Offences   

iii. Sample work  

iv. CVs, Portfolios and testimonials  

v. Valid trade license and 

vi. Tax clearance certificate   

 

8. EVALUATION CRITERIA  

The evaluation committee will evaluate the proposals and select the consulting firm based on the     

combination of following factors: 

i. Technical proposal – 80%  

ii. Financial proposal – 20%  

 

 



9. PAYMENT  

i. Prices should be in Ngultrum and should be inclusive of all payable taxes and charges 

ii. Discounts if any should be explicitly stated in the financial proposal.  

iii. Quoted price should be open to negotiations  

iv. Payment shall be made as follows:  

 30% upon signing the contract  

 70% after completion of assignment and submission of deliverables    

 

10. GENERAL GUIDELINES  

ii. The consultant should submit Technical (along with the sample work) and financial proposal 

separately. 

iii. The technical and financial proposals will constitute 80% and 20% weightage respectively 

for the evaluation. 

iv. The technical proposal should score at least 60 points out of 100 to be considered for 

financial evaluation. 

v. The consultant shall accept and incorporate necessary changes as recommended by the 

Commission. 

vi. The consultant shall not make any pecuniary charges for incorporation of recommendations 

and suggestions from the Commission. 

 

11. DISQUALIFICATION 

i. The technical proposal (proposed Infographic) scoring less than 60 points out of 80 shall not be 

considered for financial evaluation. 

ii. The proposals shall be rejected if there exist any element of fraud and malpractice. 

iii. The proposals shall be rejected if it violates or does not comply with the existing Procurement 

Rules and Regulations 

iv. No published materials, footage and art works shall be accepted.   

 

12. LEGAL RESPONSIBILTY AND PERFORMANCE SECURITY 

i. The contract agreement will be signed between ACC and the consultant for the work. 

ii. Performance Security (10% of the contract amount) in form of Demand Draft should be 

submitted by the consultant upon award of contract and should be valid for not less than 6 

months. 

iii. In case of any dispute, it shall be dealt as per the dispute resolution clause prescribed in the 

PRR 2009. 

13. APPLICATION DATELINE 

The firms should submit the proposal latest by April 1,2019 to AFS,Anti-Corruption 

Commission, Kawangjangsa, Thimphu. Contact at 02-334863/64/66 or 17668227 during office 

hours  


